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Medical Paper Links Covid Shots to 74 Percent of Deaths
— Then Vanishes
https://media.blubrry.com/1462062/thenewa
merican.com/assets/podcast/TheNewAmeric
anTV/TNATV_230712.mp3
Podcast: Play in new window | Download
(Duration: 57:09 — 53.1MB)
Subscribe: Android | RSS | More

Covid injections caused or contributed to 74
percent of deaths after inoculation. That’s
according to a Lancet review of autopsy data
of more than 300 post-injection deaths. But
good luck finding the paper — The Lancet
scrubbed it within 24 hours.  

Other stories in today’s show include: An unclassified report developed from the Office of Naval
Intelligence reveals the frighteningly deteriorated status of U.S. Navy shipbuilding capability; U.S.
Senator Tommy Tuberville’s (Ala.) pledge to block officer nominations on the Senate floor is going into
its fifth month; the saga of fugitive whistleblower Gal Luft took another turn yesterday; and
congressional Republicans are looking to eliminate Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas’
salary.  

In the second half of the show, investigative journalist William F. Jasper discusses the fastest growing
criminal enterprise in the world and the available data suggesting people in high places are complicit;
and members of The John Birch Society’s research and legislative team provide an update on the
legislative fight against carbon-capture pipelines. 

Editor’s Note: Here is a link to the paper mentioned above:
https://dailysceptic.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/SSRN-id4496137.pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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24 Issues Per Year
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Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
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60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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